
 LAST WEEK @ CROSS CHURCH:

COMING UP:                              

Recently, I have been reading about and researching generosity trends among Christians
across the United States.

The numbers are eye-opening if you study the data. It can be discouraging, but I see it as
an opportunity for growth and obedience. 

Here are the basics for 2023:

30% make no financial contributions.
50% give less than 2%.
15% give more than 2% but less than 10%.
5% consistently give 10%. (Many of these give more than 10%.)

Before you think a guilt trip is coming, please hang with me. 

Our church regards tithing as a way to worship God. We believe the Bible teaches it
clearly. Yes, it is only commanded throughout many Old Testament teachings - but don’t let
that make it feel “old.” Does anyone want to argue that the commands not to murder, steal
from others, or cheat on your spouse are outdated or irrelevant because they are in the
Old Testament?

The New Testament commands us to give “all.” There is no percentage mentioned
anywhere. God wants all of us. 

Looking at the scope of scripture, we can see that tithing is the best opportunity to get our
hearts right with how we view our money. It is a starting point for us to position ourselves to
be generous and find freedom.

Giving our first fruits, our 10%, displays that we know all our resources come from God.

He trusts us to manage the 90%. 

If we struggle to give 10%, our ability to steward the 100% we keep is probably not
spectacular. I have seen this time and time again. Early in my life, I lived with the results of
this disobedience. God was gracious to me as I learned the joy of generosity. 

In my life, I have never met an unhappy tither. It is like chains have been removed from that
part of their life. Studies show consistent and obedient giving results in a deeper spiritual
walk and a stronger commitment to the church through serving and attendance. This all
goes hand in hand. 

The world would call this investment. That is an excellent way to look at it. Where you are
invested, you will be all in with commitment. Jesus would say, “Where your treasure is, your
heart will be there also.”

I pray we all see the immense joy in consistent, faith-filled generosity. 

Lord, change our hearts!
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